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Truly Natural with NaturALL Club

How much do you pay attention to what’s in your beauty products? Specifically, hair care products? I do
somewhat because of this website but the long list of ingredient names can be a little confusing, so here is
NATURALL CLUB to help take some of the guess work out of it.
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I recently tried their Fresh Avocado Deep Conditioner ($19/4oz = two servings @ naturallclub.com) and I
have to say with the two times I used it, I was delighted each time. Since we are in the dead of winter, my
strands can use the extra moisture that these deliver. Check out the ingredients in the Dull Hair Solution
one I tried: avocados, water, shea butter, extra virgin oil, avocado oil, honey, coconut oil, tea tree oil,
lavender essential oil, vitamin E, guar gum (made of actual beans and used for its thickening and stabilizing
properties) and citric acid. That’s it!
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And while I’m only giving this a B when it comes to detangling, I found the soft and smooth strands it gave
me made up for it.

What I also liked about this conditioner is that it is applied to damp hair (you leave it on for 20 to 40
minutes). So no need to jump in the shower, wet your hair, jump out, apply the mask, wait and then get back
in the shower to rinse out. They do recommend storing the conditioner in the freezer between uses, which
they recommend every two weeks (I wrote the date I need to use it next right on the package), and then
using a dime size of the shea butter leave-in-serum once a week.

Choose from the Dry Hair Solution, Damaged Hair Solution, or a Dull Hair Solution.
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SHARE LEAVE COMMENT CATEGORIES  hair, NaturALL Club

Buy each product separately or join their monthly box club and save. Starts at $25/month and here are the
contents of your Fresh Avocado Deep Conditioner Solution Box:

1. NaturAll Club Deep Conditioner
2. Spray bottle (only included in the starter box)
3. NaturAll Club Hair Serum
4. Hair Tie
5. Hair Cap
6. Ingredient Info Sheet

Disclosure: A sample of this item was provided for review purposes.
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